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https:/  doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene. 2019 .10. 095 ABSTRACT 
Using first principles calculations, the insertion and diffusivity of hydrogen in the Ti,Al 
D019 system are presented and discussed. After a brief description of the properties ofTi3Al, 
the different sites of insertion are identified and discussed. The octahedral configuration 
surrounded by Ti atoms only (2a Wyckoff position) is found to be the preferred insertion 
site for H atoms. The second octahedral and the two tetrahedral sites are found signifi 
cantly Jess stable than 2a sites. Phonon, electronic and elastic properties were computed to 
analyze the interactions between hydrogen and the metal. Results show that hydrogen 
atoms interact little with the metal. The insertion into a 2a site minimizes the elastic 
deformation and electronic transfer of surrounding atoms. The diffusion coefficient of 
hydrogen is then calculated and discussed by using DIT simulations, kinetic Monte Carlo 
simulations and a multi site approach. These results are compared with those of H 
diffusion into the Ti hep and TiAI Llo systems. Enhanced Decohesion (HEDE) (2). These models were developed 
Introduction 
The renewed interest in Ti-Al alloys leads us to study the 
mechanisms of embrittlement by hydrogen or by other 
interstitial species. More precisely, the role of H is known to 
induce a premature failure of metallic systems, known as 
hydrogen embrittlement (HE). Various interpretations of the 
process and theory are used to explain how hydrogen 
weakens metals. The two main prevailing HE concepts are 
Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) (1) and Hydroge n acetfr. 
 
to explain the physical origin of H induced fracture. They take 
into account the segregation of H at dislocations, interfaces, 
interphases and the formation of cluster type defects. These 
mechanisms are still widely debated and under study. Their 
better understanding requires deeper knowledge of basic 
properties, such as the amount of hydrogen dissolved in the 
metai of its diffusion coefficients and hydrogen metal in 
teractions. Atornistic simulations can play a crucial role in 
providing insight into the plasticity and fracture. 
The aim of this work is thus to improve the understanding
of the behavior of interstitial species during their use and
ageing. The use of innovative manufacturing processes, such
as additive machines and SPS techniques, have made it
possible to use and shape TiAl materials. The presence of
different sub structures, in the form of precipitates or phases,
is sought to obtain the desired mechanical properties. In TiAl
systems, apart from the g TiAl L10 phase which is the main
stable phase, the other phases are precipitates like the
lamellar a2 Ti3Al D019. This titanium rich phase is chemically
close to the a Ti hcp structure. Ti3Al can also happen during
the high temperature oxidation process that occurs on the
surface by depleting Al atoms from under the surface. The
growth of the oxide causes a change in chemistry resulting
locally in a phase change: g TiAl becomes a2 Ti3Al, which in
turn may become titanium. Therefore, as a means to better
understand the general behavior of hydrogen in titanium
based alloys, it is important to explain and predict its
behavior not only in TiAl, as has been done in the past, but
also in the D019 system Even though this phase is a minority
phase, it is no less important in order to better understand the
solubility and diffusivity of hydrogen.
Literature results show that hydrogen dissolves easily in
titanium richphases, andparticularly inTi hcp [3e7], forwhich
hydrogen atoms have an insertion energy of 0.44 eV into ti
tanium octahedral sites. In a recent study on the insertion of H
in TiAl, Connetable [8] showed that H was preferentially posi
tioned in sites rich in Ti atoms. Hydrogen is therefore expected
to dissolvemore easily in Ti3Al than in TiAl [3,4]. It is important
to determine whether this difference is significant and how
hydrogen diffuses, so as to compare results with other Ti sys
tems. Experimentally, Miyoshi [9] andNaito [10,11] showed that
H atoms diffuse slower in a2 than in other TiAl phases.
This work thus focuses thoroughly on the processes of
insertion and diffusivity of H atoms. The interactions between
otherdefects, i.e. interphases, grain boundaries [12], vacancies
(like super abundant vacancies [13]) and surfaces were
neglected here and assumed negligible in first approximation.
This work falls into the framework of the study of hydrogen in
the limit of infinite dilution Moreover, before focusing on the
weakening of interfaces, a reliable database on the energies
and insertion sites of H in theD019 systemmust be obtained. It
is indeed a prerequisite before introducing degree of
complexity, and this work fits well into the general framework
of the study of H embrittlement in TiAl systems.
After having conducted a complete study of the hydrogen
insertion and diffusivity in the TiAl L10 system [8], the case of
H atoms in the Ti3Al D019 system is discussed hereinafter.
While the TiAl L10 study focused on insertion sites, here, an
exhaustive study of the insertion in the D019 system is per
formed. Insertion sites are clearly identified and additional
information is given to characterize the insertion of H atoms
at different scales (volume of relaxation, elastic dipoles, etc.).
The diffusion mechanisms are then studied in detail. The use
of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations and a multi site approach
[14,15] are the appropriate tools to study anisotropic proper
ties. Hydrogen diffusion coefficients will then be discussed
and compared with those in the TiAl L10 system, but also to
those in the Ti hcp system, for which the diffusion coefficient
formulas were also developed. Subsequently, results will thusbe used specifically for this Ti3Al system, but also in the case
of other D019 systems.
Section Methodology presents the method and calculation
details. In section Ground state properties of the Ti3Al D019
structure, the ground state properties of the Ti3Al system
are briefly described and compared with experimental and
theoretical literature, as well as with other TiAl systems. The
insertion of H atoms in the Ti3Al system is investigated in
section Hydrogen solubility. The diffusion mechanisms are
subsequently discussed in section Hydrogen diffusivity, and,
to conclude, hydrogen diffusivity is presented.Methodology
First principles calculations were computed using the VASP
code [16]. The plane wave basis projector augmented wave
method (PAW) [17,18] and the Perdew Burke Ernzerhof
generalized gradient approximation of the exchange and
correlation functional (PBE [19]) were employed in the
framework of the DFT. Like all other TiAl systems [5,8,20], the
Ti3Al system is not magnetic. Calculations were thus per
formed without magnetism. For the H2 molecule, however,
the DFT energy was computed with spin effects. The plane
wave energy cut off was set to 600 eV, and 202020 G
centered Monkhorst Pack meshes [21] were used to sample
the first Brillouin zone of the primitive cell (8 atoms). For
super cells, the band folding method was used. Forces be
tween ions were relaxed. Calculations were performed at zero
pressure (relaxed volume and shapes of super cells), except
for the computation of elastic dipoles.
The study of migration processes was conducted through
NEB simulations [22] on 222 super cells (i.e. 64 atoms per
super cell). Transition state energies were computed with the
same accuracy as stable position energies. The vibrations for
the stable and transition states were computed to quantify
jump rates, Gxy, and to study the stability of the configura
tions. The phonopy package [23] was then used to compute
inter atomic force constants (IFC), phonon free energies and
to analyze band structures.Ground state properties of the Ti3Al-D019
structure
Ti3Al D019 has a hexagonal closed packed structure belonging
to space group 194 (hP8, P63/mmc). Ti atoms occupy the 6h
sites (xh, 2xh, 1/4) and Al atoms the 2c sites (1/3, 2/3, 1/4) [24], as
displayed in Fig. 1.
DFT values of the ground state of the Ti3Al system, lattice
parameters (ao and co) and formation energy (Ef), are sum
marized in Table 1. The formation energy (in eV per atom)
corresponds to:
Ef ½TinAlm Eo½TinAlm nEo½Ti hcp=2 mEo½Al fccnþm (1)
where Eo½Y are the DFT energies of the Y system.
Results on the Ti3Al system are compared with earlier
theoretical and experimental literature, as well as with other
stable TiAl binaries, namely: TiAl L10 (space group 123, with Ti
0 
• 
Fig. 1 - Schematic representation of the Ti3Al structure: Ti and Al atoms are in yellow and blue, respectively. H insertion 
sites that were tested are also represented. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
Table 1 - Theoretical and experimental lattice parameters a0 and Co (in A), formation energies (E1, in meV/atom), bulk (B, in 
GPa) and Young (E, in GPa) modulus, elastic constants (C;j, in GPa) and Poisson coefficient (v). 
ao Co 
Ti (hep) PBE (8) 2.938 4.657 0 
exp. (26) 2.945 4.544 
this work 5.752 4.656 
PW91 (27) 5.72 4.633 
PBE (28) 5.734 4.640 
exp. 5.77/5.792 (29,30) 4.645 (29,30) 















0.25 TiAl (Ll-0) 
TiAl (B2) 
TiA13 (D022) 
exp. 3.97/4.01 (32,33) 4.04/4.08 (32,33) 392 (32) 110 (34) 183 (34) 
this work 3.186 266 
this work 3.844 8.624 398 106 208 0.17 
PBE (35) 3.847 8.621 396 












PBE (8) 176 
exp. (37) 172 
this work 189 
PW91 (27) 185 
exp. (33,38) 175 
PBE (8) 171 
exp. (34) 186 
(33) 187 
this work 82 
this work 193 
PBE (35) 190 
exp. (36) 218 
PBE (8) 105 
exp. (26) 106 
0 78 72 0.35 
78 
C33 C44 c66 C12 
188 43 47 82 












































45 and Al atoms in 1a and 1d sites, respectively see Ref. (81), 
TiAl-B2 (space group 221, with Ti and Al atoms in 1a and 1b 
sites, respectively), TiA12 {space group 141, tl24, with Ti and Al 
a toms in Be sites), TiA13 D022 (space group 139, with Ti in 2a 
sites, and Al 2b and 4d sites), and reference states (hep Ti and 
fcc Al). Values are given in Table 1. Experimental data were 
extracted from Schuster and Palm's reassessment ( 25) of the 
Ti-Al phase diagram. The first focus is on the properties of TigAl. The relaxed Ti 
position in the D019 system, xh, is found equal to 0.830, in 
excellent agreement with the experimental value xh=0.833 
(39). DFT values of lattice parameters {5.75 and 4.65 Â) are also 
found in excellent agreement with experimental data {5.77 
and 4.65 Â) (32 ,33,39). The difference between PBE and 
experimental values is smaller than 0.7%. The DFT formation 
energies, about 280 meV, also agree well with experimental 
values, in the range of [ 309; 218] meV [25]. These results
show that DFT simulations match experimental observations
and can be considered reliable.
As regards ground states properties of the Ti3Al system
(elastic constants, electronic density of states and band
structure, not shown here for simplification purposes), the
present simulations reproduced exactly the results of Bakulin
et al. [40] and Zeng [41]. These works used the same approach,
i.e. the DFT PBE PAW method. However, results are com
plemented here with the phonon properties. The inter atomic
force constants (IFCs) were calculated on the primitive cell (i.e.
8 atoms). The plots of the phonon band structure and phonon
projected density of states (calculated on 303030 q
meshes grids) are displayed in Fig. 2. The analysis of the
phonon density of states projected onto Ti and Al species
clearly shows that acoustic dispersion curves are almost
entirely associated with Ti atoms. This result is consistent
with the mass ratio between Al and Ti atoms and the stoi
chiometry (1:3). As for the optic modes, they are associated
with Al atoms. The small gap in the phonon spectra is specific
of this structure as compared with other TieAl alloys (see for
example TiAl L10, Ref. [8]).
The dispersion curves around q G, associated with the
sound velocity, do not show any anomaly, in agreement with
elastic properties and stability criteria, see Mouhat [42]. From
these phonon properties, the heat capacity, Cv (plotted in
Appendix A), and the phonon free energy were computed,
thereafter used to determine the zero point energy of H atom
inserted in the metal.
The comparison with other binary systems is henceforth
possible. Among all TiAl systems studied, results show that
the TiAl L10 structure has the lowest formation energy. In all
cases studied here, DFT PBE simulations reproduce the ground
states properties of stable TiAl systems with an excellent ac
curacy. For instance, the elastic constants computed using
finite displacements method as implemented in VASP (on
primitive cells) are excellent. These results can be used as
reference parameters. One system however shows irregular
ities: the TiAleB2 system. At 0K, it is an unstable phase.Fig. 2 e Phonon band structure (pBAND) and projected density-
orange lines correspond to the projected DOS of the Ti and Al aIndeed, C12 of the TiAleB2 system (equal to 127 GPa) is found
greater than C11 (82 GPa). One of Born’s three stability criteria
[42] (for cubic systems) is thus not verified, C0 ðC11 C12Þ=2 is
negative. This result is in agreement with experimental find
ings, which indicate that the TiAleB2 system is unstable at
low temperature [39].
To conclude, data provided by DFT simulations accurately
reproduce bulk properties, H insertion can now be studied.Hydrogen solubility
To study the hydrogen insertion, a quick analysis of intersti
tial sites inside the Ti3Al D019 system is necessary. Part of the
work conducted by Bakulin et al. [40], in their study on oxygen
insertion, can be used here. They identified four insertion
sites, labeled O1, O2, T1 and T2. The O1 site is formed of six Ti
atoms while O2 is at the center of the octahedron formed of
four Ti atoms and two Al atoms. T1 and T2 are tetrahedrons
formed of three Ti atoms and one Al atom. Nevertheless, a
complete analysis of the D019 system reveals there are many
possible interstitial sites [24]: 2a, 2b, 2d, 4e, 4f, 6g, 6h, 12i, 12j
and 12k sites. The atomic positions are summarized in Table 2
and represented in Fig. 1.
The tetrahedral (resp. octahedral) sites correspond
therefore to the 12k and 4f (resp. 2a and 6g) sites. A corre
lation can now be made between the notations of Bakulin
[40] and crystallographic notations: O1 2a, O2 6g and
12k T1, 4f T2. The other sites are located on the faces or
the edges of the octahedron or tetrahedron volumes. These
sites have already been identified as potential insertion sites
for fcc and hcp phases [43e45], this is why they were
considered.
To evaluate the relative stability of configurations,
hydrogen insertion energies, Ei, were computed. Calculations
were conducted on 222 super cells (64 atoms) but, in some
cases, additional simulations were also performed on larger
super cells (333, i.e. 212 atoms) to control the accuracy of
the insertion energy and to confirm atomic positions. Eiof-states (pDOS) of Ti3Al-D019 primitive cell. The blue and
toms, respectively. Frequencies are expressed in THz.
Table 2 - Wyckoff positions and site symmetry (24).
2a 2b 2d 4e 4f 6g
(0, 0 ,  0), (0, 0, 1/4), (1/3, 2/3, 3/4), (0, 0, z.), (1/3, 2/3, Zp, (1/2, o, 0), (1/2, 0, V2) 
(0, 0, 1/2) (0, 0, 3/4) (2V3, 1/3, 3/4) (0, 0, z.+V2), (2/3, 1/3, Zj+ V2), (0, V2, 0), (1/2, 1/2, V2) 
(0,0, z.), (1/3, 2/3, z,+V2), (1/2, V2, 0), (0, 1/2, V2) 
(0,0, z.+V2) (2/3, V3, z,) 
12i 12j 12k 
(xi, 0, 0), (0, Xi, 0), (xi, Yi• V4), ( Yi• xi Yi• 1/4), (x., 2x., z.), ( 2x., x., zi,),
(Xi, Xi, 0), (xi, 0, V2), ( xi + Yi• xi, 1/4), ( xi, Yi• 3/4), (x., x., zi,), ( x., 2x., z•+ 1/2),
(0, Xi, 1/2), (Xi, Xi, 1/2), (yi, xi + Yi 3/4), (xi Yi• xi, 3/4), (2x., x., z•+ 1/2), ( x., x., z•+ 1/2), 
( Xi, 0, 0), (0, Xi, 0), (yi, Xi, 3/4), (xi Yi• Yi• 3/4), (2x., x., zi,), ( x., 2x., z.), 
( Xi, Xi, 0), ( Xi, 0, 1/2), ( xi, xi + Yi• 3/4), ( Yi• xi, V4), ( x., x., z.), ( 2x., x., z•+ 1/2),
(0, Xi, V2) ( Xi, Xi, 1/2) ( Xi + Yi• Yi V4) (xi, Xi Yi, V4) (x., 2x., z•+l/2) (x., x., z•+ V2) 
Table 3 - Insertion energy (E;, in eV), zero-point energy (Hu, in me V) and enthalpy of insertion (H;, in eV) of a hydrogen a tom
in different "stable" configurations (see text). 
nb atom 2a 4e 2b 2d 4f 
Zf = 0.846
E; 64 0.677 +0.318 0.214 0.248
212 0.673 0.245
Hv 28 unstable unstable 82 
H; 0.645 0.163 
àH 0.0 0.482 
69 6ht 12i
Xh = 0.499 Xi= 0.297
0.159 +o.585 +0.689
0.155
9 unstable unstable 
0.146












0.563 corresponds to the energy needed to insert one H atom in the
Ti3Al system in relation to the H2 molecule. lt is expressed by:
(2)
E
0 are the DIT energies of the super cells, E0[H2) is the DIT
energy of the H2 molecule. Results are given in Table 3, for
stable configurations only.
After relaxation, nine "stable" positions were found, with
no guarantee of them being local minimums. The most stable
position is the 2a configuration, the octahedral site composed
of Ti atoms only. The other sites exhibit a higher energy. To 
test the stability, vibrational properties were computed, as 
seen above, these will help in the analysis. Results show that
H atoms preferably occupy sites that are far away from Al
a toms. For instance in 2a sites, there are six Ti atoms around
the occupancy site; in 4f sites, there are three Ti a toms and
one Al, however the H atom is doser to the Ti atoms, etc. ln
the case of the 12j configuration the H atom occupies a 6h
position after relaxation, distinct to the first configuration
considered, see Table 3. To distinguish both configurations, 6h
positions were thus labeled t and t in Table 3.
Phonon properties were calculated for all these "stable"
configurations. From IFCs on 2x2x2 super cells (i.e. 64
atoms), phonon band structure along the high symmetry
points of the first Brillouin zone and phonon density of
states were plotted, see Fig. 3 (stable positions only). Only
the octahedral and tetrahedral sites are stable. Unstable
cases are configurations where the H atom either occupies
the center of triangles (2b, 2d, 6ht and 6ht sites), or is
located between two nearest neighboring Ti atoms (12i
sites). 2b, 2d, 6ht and 6ht positions show indeed oneimaginary frequency, and are transition states between
stable sites, as seen above.
From IFCs, the zero point energies (ZPE) of stable configu
rations, Hv, were computed. Hv is given by:
(3)
where Fu are the Helmholtz free energies computed on fine
q mesh grids (i.e. 20x20x20):
ka TinZ ka Tt j n, ( q)ln [ 2sinh G:;i)] dq (4)
w,,,q are the frequencies in the wave vector q and the mode v. Z
is the partition function related to the phonons. At OK,
1/2F.[H2) is equal to 148 meV. Values are reported in Table 3.
As in most systems, phonon enthalpy does not change the
relative stability of sites. However, the ZPE of tetrahedral sites
(4f and 12k sites) is high, about 80 meV. This was already
observed in the case of hydrogen in Al fcc (20), where the H
atom also occupies tetrahedral sites preferentially. H fre
quencies are located at high energies, as can be seen on the
pDOS plots, Fig. 3, this explains the high values of ZPEs.
We can now discuss and compare present results with 
literature values. The negative low value of hydrogen H;,
0.65 eV, is in agreement with experimental observations
(3,4,46,47), which suggests that the solubility of hydrogen is 
higher in the TigAl system than in the TiAl Llo system in 
which the theoretical insertion energy was found equal to 
about 0.06 eV (8). Kimura (3), for instance, showed that
hydrogen solubility follows the Sieverts law (48) and
measured a solubility energy equal to 0.57 eV, which is in
excellent agreement with the DIT value ( 0.65 eV). ln
Fig. 3 e Phonon band structure (pBAND) and density-of-states (pDOS) of H in 2a, 4f, 6g and 12k sites. Frequencies are
expressed in THz.comparison, the solubility energy in the Ti hcp system
( 0.41 eV [5]) and in Al fcc (þ0.69 eV [20]) is thus significantly
lower than here.
To gain insight on the interactions between the H atom and
Ti3Al, the Bader charge, B [49], the charge transfer (Dr
r½Ti3AlþH r½Ti3Al r½H), the volume of formation (Uf ), the
volume of Voronoı̈ and elastic dipoles were computed for
stable positions. Calculated values are summarized in Table 4.
First, results show that the charge transfer is weak and
local: the H atom completes its s shell and gains almost one
electron.When the H atom is located in an octahedral site, the
charge transfer is smaller than when it is located in a tetra
hedral site. The presence of a surrounding Al atom modifies
the charge transfer. The Al atom gives part of its electrons,
that which can be seen as a destabilization of the bonds
around the hydrogen.
These data are complemented by charge transfer plots,
Fig. 4. Only one positive (yellow) and one negative (red) iso
surfaces are represented.
When an Al atom is located in the first nearest
neighboring position, a directional charge transfer can be
observed from Al to H, in agreement with previous results. In
octahedral sites, the charge transfer is more isotropic and
smaller, especially in the 2a configurations. The electronic
density of states, depicted in Fig. 5, helps understanding the
difference between 2a sites and the other stable positions.By comparing the eDOS of the insertion in 2a sites and the
eDOS of all other configurations, it can be noted that the peak
( 7.5eV) associated with the hybridization between hydrogen
s shells and surrounding atoms is split into two partswhen an
Al atom is in the vicinity of the H atom: (i) one peak around
4.5eV, and (ii) another around 8eV. This hybridization ex
plains why H atoms preferably occupy 2a sites.
Elastic distortions induced by the insertion of an H atom
were then quantified using the volume of formation, Uf and
the volume of Voronoı̈, dVv. Uf is given by:
Uf V½Ti3AlþH V½Ti3Al (5)
where V is the volume of the super cell with (Ti3AlþH) and
without (Ti3Al) the H atom, and dVv is expressed by:
dVv V½Ti3AlþH V½Ti3Al: (6)
V½Y are the volumes of Voronoı̈ of the Y system calculated
with and without hydrogen. dVv and Uf characterize respec
tively the local and global steric effects due to insertion. Both
volumes indicate that hydrogen insertion only induces a local
(and weak) strain in the system. For 2a sites, the elastic
distortion isminimal andonly local. The effect ismainly due to
the electronic hybridization between H atoms and the metal.
In addition, elastic dipole tensors,Pij were computed on 2
2 2 super cells. They were deduced from residual stresses
when an H atom is inserted in the ideal Ti3Al structure and
10 
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C"' from the elastic constants of the Ti3Al system (given in Table 
1). The method proposed by Varvenne et al. (50) was used here. 
The components of 'Pij are found minimal for the octahedral 
sites. Nonetheless, in all stable sites, hydrogen does not 
induce a strong strain in the system, this agrees with the 
conclusion of the previous paragraph. This can be quantified 
by using relaxation volumes, 0,. Both values, Or and Clj, are 
found in excellent agreement. The elastic mode! confirms 
firstly that the long range elastic interactions are weak, and 
secondly, that the mode! is able to capture elastic relaxations 
easily. Furthermore, the interaction energies with periodic 
images are found very small, less than 2 meV. This confirms 
that calculations from small size boxes and constant volume 
simulations accurately reproduce insertion energies. 
In conclusion, these results show that when a hydrogen 
atom is inserted into a 2a site, the strain on the system as well 
as the electronic interactions are minimized. Hydrogen diffusivity 
The mechanism of diffusion will now be discussed. Jumps 
between stable sites only were considered, i.e. between 2a, 4f, 
69 and 12k sites. Amounting to seven distinct jumps, as shown 
in Fig. 6: 2a 2a, 2a 12k, 4f 4f, 4f 69, 69-69, 6g 12k and 12k 12k. 
The ''bonds" between interstitial sites drawn in Fig. 6 
represent the shortest jumps. In addition to these cases, two 
jumps were considered but not drawn: direct jumps between 
two first nearest neighboring (lNN) 2a sites and between two 
lNN 6g sites along the z direction. Sorne jumps in the basal 
plans were neglected, indeed, H atoms have to go through 
Ti-Al or Ti-Ti bonds. These configurations should be two 
second order transition states, each bond is connected/shared 
with four stable insertion sites. Since the D019 structure can be 
divided into two octahedral and two tetrahedral volumes 
sharing their triangular faces, the transition states are thus 
located either a t or near the center of gravity of the triangles of 
the faces of the octahedral and tetrahedral volumes, or in the 
middle of the Ti-Ti/Ti-Al bonds. However, for the same rea 
sons mentioned in the case of the fcc system (51), when an H 
a tom is in the middle of a Ti-Ti (or Ti-Al) bond, it is located 
between four stable positions: these are either stable sites, as 
seen in other systems (43,44,52) (which is not the case here), or 
second order transition states, and their phonon band 
structures are characterized by two imaginary frequencies. In 
the cases studied here, such configurations always show two 
imaginary frequencies. For instance, the direct path between 
two lNN 69 in the basal plan (or between 2a 69 sites in the basal 
plan) goes necessarily through a Ti-Ti bond. The transition 
state is therefore of second order (confirmed by simulations). 
By analyzing the different paths and the results of the 
insertion, the transition state of each of the four symmetric 
jumps was identified (see Table 3): (i) the transition state be 
tween two lNN 12k positions is the 6ht site, (ii) between two 
1NN 4f sites, it is the 2d site, (ii) between two 2NN 2a sites, it is 
the 2b site, and (iv) between two lNN 69, it is the 6ht site. As 
seen previously phonon results showed that when the H a tom 
is in one of these configurations, the site is unstable (one 
imaginary frequency associated with H). The site is thus a 
transitions state for H. For the three jumps remaining, NEB 
Fig. 4 e Charge transfer, Dr, when sites are filled (from left to right): H in 2a, 4f, 6g and 12k sites. Al atoms are in blue and Ti
atoms in orange. Charge transfers in red (resp. yellow) correspond to a negative Dr (resp. positive Dr).calculations were performed. Results are displayed in Fig. 7
and migration energies are listed in Table 5.
In most cases, migration energies are in the same energy
range, i.e. [0.5; 1] eV. The highestmigration energy is found forFig. 5 e Electronic density-of-states projected onto orbitals and a
and 12k sites.the jump between 2a sites, in the z direction. Nevertheless,
two paths have very low barrier energies: between two 1NN
tetrahedral sites (4f 4f and 12k 12k), where the jumps are the
shortest.tomswith a hydrogen atom in (from top to bottom) 2a, 6g, 4f
Fig. 6 - Schematic representation of the network formed by the stable hydrogen insertion sites in the Ti3Al structure. Jumps 



































Fig. 7 - NEB calculations for H atoms, along three paths: 2a-12lt, 4f-6g and 6g-12lt. 
1 
Table 5 - Migration energies (�, in meV) of jumps from x 
to y. In brackets, Wyckoff positions are given. 
y,x 2a 4f 
2a 964 (2b) 










123 (6ht) The IFCs of the transition states were systematically 
computed to verify the nature of the transition state and to 
calcula ter xy, see Appendix B. The probability of leaving a site 
is given by the jump rate, rxy, expressed as: 
r l'T'I 
kaT ZTS t;,/t,T 
xy•J h ZEie (7) 
where E� corresponds to the migration energy given in Table 
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Fig. 8- Diffusion coefficients ofH atoms in the Ti3Al system. Dx, Dz are plotted as a function of 1/T. Both models (labeled ml 
and m2) are plotted, as well as kMC simulations. Experimental data, extracted from the works of Naito (10) and Miyoshi (9), 
are also represented. state and ZE1 is the partition function of the initial position. Z
is expressed by eq. (4). 
Using these results, the Eyring transition state theory (53) 
and the multi site theory proposed by Landman (14,15), the 
hydrogen diffusion coefficients were expressed and 
computed. The diffusion coefficients should depend on ten 
components: � •• rff, 1'19 , r�b rf9, r 9:f, rab r� •• rf9 and r 9:f· 
However, because of the complexity of the elementary pro 
cesses, the diffusion coefficient equations were not developed 
in the general case. Nevertheless, two sets of simplified 
equations were obtained, see Appendi.x C. Kinetic Monte 
Carlo simulations, including all paths and jumps, were then 
performed so as to validate models. 
Using DIT values, hydrogen diffusion coefficients in the 
basal plan and perpendicularly, Dx and D,, were calculated as a 
function of temperature. Results are displayed in Fig. 8. First, 
both sets of equations, which involve disregarding 12k and/or 
4f sites, almost lead to the same results. KMC simulations that 
include all paths and all jumps, are found in excellent agree 
mentwith the models. Because of low barrierenergies between 
4f 4f and 12k 12k sites, the model accurately reproduces the 
complexity of the mechanism. This comparison is a means to 
furthervalidate the proposed equations on one hand as well as 
the different coefficients thereby obtained. Table 6 - Activation energies (E0, in eV) and D0 (in 10-6 m
2/s) ob




z 0.7161/0.72:32/0.739�""' 5 .881 /6.5 :32 /3.76�""' 
Exp. 0.838±0.128 (9] 5.0 An Arrhenius fit was applied to Dx and D,, i.e. 
D[T) D0exp( Ea /k8 T), to obtain D0 and Ea, the activation 
energies (for both models and kMC simulations). Parameters 
are given in Table 6 and compared with experimental litera 
ture (9). 
The Hydrogen diffusion is thus found strongly anisotropie 
in the Ti3Al system, even at high temperatures. It can also be 
noted that H atoms diffuse faster in the z direction than in the 
basal plan, contrary to what happens in a. TiAI. Miyoshi (9) and 
Naito (10) measured experimentally a mean diffusion coeffi 
cient. Their values are in excellent agreement with OUT results, 
see Fig. 8 and Table 6. In order to further improve OUT theory/ 
experiment comparison, average diffusion coefficients were 
extracted from kMC simulations and added to in Fig. 8, purple 
triangle. Values are obviously in excellent agreement with 
theoretical data. Nonetheless, the model used here is able to 
capture the anisotropy of the diffusion mechanism in the 
TigAI system as well. 
The diffusivity of hydrogen in TigAI can now be compared 
with that in other systems: Ti hep and TiAI Llo systems. The 
diffusion coefficients of H in TiAl L� (presented in Ref. (81), 
those of H in Ti hep (computed using data given in Ref. (51), 
and equations (D.1) and (D.2) given in Appendix D are plotted 
in Fig. 9 for comparison. For Ti hep, the processes are simpler tained from an Arrhenius fit. Values labeled 1 correspond to 
TiAl (8) Ti 
Ea Do Ea Do 
0.537 1.58 0.446 0.51 
0.811 3.04 0.431 0.74 
0.449±0.078 (9] 0.47 
Fig. 9 e Hydrogen diffusion coefficients in TiAl systems as a function of 1/T.than in the case of oxygen [43], the expressions of Dwere thus
easily determined.
From Ti, to TiAl, to Ti3Al, anisotropy increases. Hydrogen
diffusion, however, is slower. Opposite behaviors can be
noticed: hydrogen diffusivity is slower in Ti3Al than in TiAl
and Ti hcp systems, even though its solubility (should be/
is) higher. In fine, the flux of hydrogen should be equivalent
in TiAl and Ti3Al. To explain the differences between the
two TiAl systems, it can be noted that the presence of
aluminum atoms leads to a significant increase in energy
barriers and consequently, results in a slower diffusion of
hydrogen. The fact that H diffuses more slowly in Ti3Al
than in TiAl can be explained by the important stability of
the insertion site (2a) in Ti3Al. This stable site could behave
as a trap in which the H atom has difficulty moving. The
solubility is lower in TiAl, but the energy difference be
tween sites is smaller, thereby facilitating the diffusion of
hydrogen.Fig. A.10 e Evolution of heat capacity, Cv, (in J K
1 mol 1) ofConclusion
This manuscript is a complete study of the insertion and
diffusion of hydrogen in the intermetallic Ti3Al D019 system.
DFT simulations show that H atoms preferentially occupy 2a
sites. The system admits three additional stable configura
tions: 6g, 4f and 12k sites, which are nonetheless higher in
energy than 2a sites. H atoms prefer to occupy the sites sur
rounded by Ti atoms, with which they have a better affinity.
Elastic and electronic effects show a low interaction between
hydrogen and the metal.
Trajectories in the Ti3Al network were meticulously stud
ied at the atomic scale. The energy landscape of the H atom in
the Ti3Al system is found complex, exhibiting many jumps
andmigration energies of different orders of magnitude. So as
to model the diffusion, two sets of simplified equations were
determined and comparison with kMC simulations was suc
cessful. Calculated hydrogen diffusion coefficients were thencompared with H diffusion coefficients in the Ti hcp and TiAl
L10 systems. Results show that H diffusion is slow and highly
anisotropic in the Ti3Al D019 system.
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Appendix A. Heat capacity of the Ti3Al system
For information purposes, the heat capacity at constant vol
















is reported here and plotted in Fig. 1.the Ti3Al-D019 system as a function of T.
Cu 
The Debye temperature, 80, given by:
3 6o/T 
9N (T) J "lte" dx B 80 (e" 1)2 
0 
{A.2)
is equal to 10.24 THz, i.e. 499K.Appendix B. Jump rates 
The attempt frequency of each jump studied is plotted in 
Fig. 2. They were computed using the migration energies

















Fig. B.11-Attempt frequencies ofjwnps as a function ofT:
raa, ru, r99, ru, r19, r9f, r"", rh, r19 and r9f.
D,[TJ �r19(3 r .. 9r11r91 +6 r0•9r11�9+9r0•9r19�
+4 �.r1,r9oa + 12 r ... r1,r9oa + 12 r.;grff rgl!a + 6 �.rfgrgl!a 
+18 r ... rfgr goa + 18 r.;grfgrgl!a + 24 r.;grff rgl!g 
(C.2) 
+36 r .. 9r19r9;g) / ((3 r.;gr19 + 2 r.;gr91 + 2 r19r9 •• ) (2 r11 + 3 r19))Table C.7 - Migration eneriries (E;_y, in meV) of jumps from x to





964 (2b)/634 (12k) 
1038 (12k) rka , rff and rkk are one order of magnitude higher than the
other rates.Appendix C. Multi-sites model 
Regarding hydrogen in the Ti;3Al system, four sites were
identified as stable, i.e. 24 sites per unit cell {2a, 4f, 69 and 12k). 
This cannot be solved using Landman's method (1 4,15), 
indeed it implies manipulating formally an immense matrix
{24 x 24). Nevertheless, different approximation were made so 
as to propose simplified equations.
For simplification purposes, 12k sites were first considered
as transition states between 2a and 69 sites. As a result, the
size of the system to be solved is reduced. New jump attempts 
were then introduced: (i) rakg and r9ka the probability to jump
between a 2a and a 69 site through a 12k site, { ii) r9k9 and raka 
between two lNN 2a or 69 through a 12k site. In this approx
imation, the paths were always considered, but not the 12k
sites. Hydrogen diffusion coefficients, D, are thus expressed
as:
a2 r al!9rf9(r9f + 12 r9 .. + 6 r9•9) D�y[T) --,-...................... ..._ __ .._ __ ...._........,...4 (3 r.;gr19 + 2 r .. 9r91 + 2 r19r9 .. ) 
(C.1) 
in the basal plan, and:
along z. a and c are the lattice parameters of the Ti;3Al system.
To compute the new attempt frequency, approximations were
made and migration energies were simplified, see Table C.
7. In the second approximation, 4f and 12k sites were both
disregarded. To complement the previous simplification, an 
additional jump rate was introduced, r9fg• The trajectory
through the 4f and 12k sites were always all included. The
diffusion coefficient in the basal plan, D., is thus given by:[T) 
a23ra;g(rgfg +2r9oa+r9;g)D�y 2 (3 r •"9 + 2 r9 .. ) 
and along z:





5 18 (12k) 
436 
744 (6htY744 (12k) 
(C.4) 
Table C.8 - Migration energies (E; _y, in meV) of jumps from x to y for the second model. E�0 E� -, E!::' .E!;:', .E!,"9 E:,� 
.E!;:'-,.E:',E�irg E�,�








744 (6ht)/744 (12kYS25 (4./) To computer gfg, the linùting step is the jump from 4f to 69, 
see values in Table C.8. 2a1 2az 4/1 4fz 4h 4/4 
2a1 
61"' � � 0 0 2!:t:. "- K. Kt Kt 
2a2 
21' 6r!. 
0 2!:t:. 3r,. 0 X: T. Kt Kt 
f(1<) = 4/1 lliL 0 0 EiL 0 0 "- Kt 
4/2 0 lliL EiL 0 0 0 K. Kj 
4h 0 
3r.1 
0 0 0 
r11 
X, 
4J. lliL 0 0 0 EiL 0 "- Kt 
(D.3) Appendix D. Hydrogen diffusion coefficient in 
the Ti-hep structure 
ln the Ti hep system {space group 194, Ti atoms in 2c posi 
tions), where H atoms can only occupy octahedral {2a sites) 
and tetrahedral {41) sites [5,7), the diffusion coefficients are 
expressed as: 
c2 (3 �ar/a + 2 �.rff + 3 r.1r11)r1aD,[T) 4
° 
(2 ra/+ r10 )(3 rfa + 2 r11)
The notations are depicted in Fig. D. 12. 
{D.1) 
{D.2) Figure D.12 - Schematic representation of H paths and 
attempt frequency in the Ti-hep system. The construction of Landman [14,15) was used. Two 
quantities are required: the Laplace transform of the waiting 
time density matrix, t(u), and the Fourier transform matrix 
of the displacements of hydrogen in TiAI, E_(k). t(u) is given 
by: where Ka 6raf + 6f'.:0 + 2�0 + u and Kt 3rfa + rff + u. r xy 
is the probability of escape from internal state x to another 
state y. :e_(k) is given by: 2a, 2a2 4f, 4/2 4/3 4/4 
2a1 Ao,01 Aa101 AJ,a1 0 0 A14a1 
2az Aa,ai Ao1ai 0 Ar,., Aha1 0 
!!_(k) = 4J, Aa,ti 0 0 Ah!, 0 0 
4fi 0 Aa,1, At,h 0 0 0 
4/3 0 A.,J, 0 0 0 AJ,h 
4/4 Aa1A 0 0 0 AM, 0 
(D.4) Where 
with lx lx a and 12 c. ln order to derive Dx,y and D2, the 
procedure suggested by Landmann [15) and described by Wu 
[43) was then used. 
lshioka [55) found the same expression directly, when 
r.. O. Connétable et al. [5) explicitly reported the value of 
each parameter. Using the present notation, it was found that: 
r,.[T) 0 
f!.[T] 8Thz • exp( 0.65eV /k8T)
Aa1a1

ei lx kx þ ei ly ky þ ei ðly kyþlx kxÞ þ e i lx kx þ e i ly ky þ e i ðly kyþlx kxÞ6
Aa2a2

ei lx kx þ ei ly ky þ ei ðly kyþlx kxÞ þ e i lx kx þ e i ly ky þ e i ðly kyþlx kxÞ6
Aa1a2 Aa2a1

1þ ei lz kz 2
Af1a1





1þ e i ly ky þ ei ðly kyþlx kxÞ3
Af2a2 Af3a2

1þ ei lx kx þ ei ðly kyþlx kxÞ3
Af3 f4 Af4 f3 Af1f2 Af2 f1 1
Aa2 f3 Aa2 f2 Aa1f1





1þ e i lx kx þ e i ðly kyþlx kxÞ3
(D.5)Gff ½T 22Thz , expð 0:12eV = kBTÞ
Gaf ½T 9Thz , expð 0:46eV =kBTÞ
Gfa½T 27Thz , expð 0:39eV =kBTÞ:
Diffusion coefficients can thus be compared with the re
sults of Bakulin [6] and experimental measurements. The
model allows to refine the values and identify a small
anisotropy.Fig. D.13 e Diffusion coefficients of H atoms in the Ti-hcp
system. Comparison with experimental data and the
Bakulin’s results [6]. Experimental values were extracted
from the work of Bakulin.r e f e r e n c e s
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